LOGISTICS

In the following you will find information about the hotel and booking, how to get there, and other practical information. If you have any practical questions in relation to this conference, please contact marte.lund.edvardsen@bioforsk.no, telephone +47 920 10 016.

HOTEL AND BOOKING

The venue of the conference is the Clarion Hotel Royal Christiania, which is centrally located in the heart of Oslo. The hotel is easily accessible with all kinds of public transportation. Both the train station Oslo Central Station (Oslo S) and the bus terminal (Busterminalen Oslo) are situated within 150 metres from the hotel. Please see TRANSPORT for more information on how to get there.

General information on the Clarion Hotel Royal Christiania:
Address: Biskop Gunnerus street 3, 0155 Oslo, Norway
Phone: +47 23 10 80 00
E-mail: cl.christiania@choice.no
Hotel web page: https://www.nordicchoicehotels.com/clarion/clarion-hotel-royal-christiania/
Link to map of hotel: https://www.nordicchoicehotels.com/clarion/clarion-hotel-royal-christiania/contact/

You can book a room by e-mail or phone, and it is necessary to enter the booking code below in order for the hotel to link your booking to our conference, and to make sure you get our negotiated prices.

Booking by e-mail: Booking.chrc@choice.no
Booking by phone: +47 22 33 42 00

Booking code: 456183

Prices room/breakfast: Single room NOK 1080, double room NOK 1280 (that is approx. 134 and 158 €, respectively at exchange rate of 21.10.13).

Please make your reservations before 10 December 2013, to be guaranteed a room at our negotiated price. After 10 December, we cannot guarantee a room at this hotel and not at this price.

Other hotels in the area: Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Thon Hotel Opera, Hotel Oslo – Comfort Hotel Grand Central, Thon Hotel Terminus, Rica Oslo Hotel and several others.
TRANSPORT
From Oslo Airport Gardermoen, you can go by Airport Express Train (Flytoget) to Oslo Central Station (Oslo S), which is a 20 minute ride and departs every 10 minutes. You can also go by bus to Oslo bus terminal (Oslo bussterminal), which is a 40 minute ride.
Airport Express Train schedules: http://www.flytoget.no/eng
Regular train schedules (NSB): https://www.nsb.no/frontpage/
Bus schedules (Flybussen): http://www.flybussen.no/en
Here is a web page showing several ways to get to/from the airport: http://www.osl.no/en/osl/tofromairport/10_Train%2C+Bus%2C+Car+and+Taxi

If you arrive by train or bus, please follow signs to Jernbanetorget, which is the large square in front of Oslo Central Station. Please check the map to locate the hotel in relation to Jernbanetorget, and it will take you 2 minutes to get to the hotel in Biskop Gunnerus street on foot.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
You may already be aware of the fact that Norway in February can be quite cold and slippery, with snow on the ground. We therefore recommend that you bring a warm jacket and shoes. You can check the local weather forecast here when we are getting closer to the time of the conference: http://www.yr.no/place/Norway/Oslo/Oslo/Oslo/

For further questions, please contact mart.e.lund.edvardsen@bioforsk.no.